The functional role of the cerebellum in visually guided tracking movement.
We propose a new method to provide a functional interpretation of motor commands (i.e., muscle activities) and their relationship to movement kinematics. We evaluated our method by analyzing the motor commands of normal controls and patients with cerebellar disorders for visually guided tracking movement of the wrist joint. Six control subjects and six patients with cerebellar disorders participated in this study. We asked the subjects to perform visually guided smooth tracking movement of the wrist joint with a manipulandum, and recorded the movements of the wrist joint and activities of the four wrist prime movers with surface electrodes. We found a symmetric relationship between the second-order linear equation of motion for the wrist joint and the linear sum of activities of the four wrist prime movers. The symmetric relationship determined a set of parameters to characterize the muscle activities and their similarity to the components of movement kinematics of the wrist joint. We found that muscle activities of the normal controls encoded both the velocity and the position of the moving target, resulting in precise tracking of the target. In contrast, muscle activities of the cerebellar patients were characterized by a severer impairment for velocity control and more dependence on position control, resulting in poor tracking of the smoothly moving target with many step-like awkward movements. Our results suggest that the cerebellum plays an important role in the generation of motor commands for smooth velocity and position control.